
Activity：Juvenile Employment Advocacy 

Cooperative Association：Taipei City Employment Service Office 

Time：4/5     PM 02：00-03：40 

Number of Guests：2     Number of Juveniles：82 

The guest speakers were invited to provide a wide range of updated 

career information to our juveniles. It aimed to facilitated them to gain a 

better understanding of industry opportunities, vocational training, 

career options, and interview techniques in order to think strategically 

about job hunting on the future. The activity was concluded with a Q&A 

with prize to encourage them to sign up for the open positions once 

returning to the community.  
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Activity： Ms. Pei-en Chien Seminar 

Cooperative Association：Ms. Pei-en Chien 

Time：4/12          PM 02：00 - 03：30 

Number of Guests：4     Number of Juveniles：135 

The guest speaker, Ms. Pei-en Chien, was invited to share her personal 

life stories and encourage our juveniles to set goals. The seminar was 

aimed to educate them to make change of their lives and reduce 

recidivism. 
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Activity：Learning and Growing Camp 

Cooperative Association：Taiwan After-Care Association – 

New Taipei City Chapter 

Time：4/19             PM02：00 - 03：30 

Number of Guests：3     Number of Juveniles：97 

The guest speaker was invited to introduce the available vocational 

resources and information of TACA to our juveniles. He also shared his 

inspirational life stories as a role model in order to encourage them to 

pursue their career goals once coming back to the community. 
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Activity：Di Zi Gui Singing Content 

Cooperative Association：Taipei Juvenile Detention House 

Time：4/26     AM 10：00-11：00 

Number of Guests：29     Number of Juveniles：112 

The singing content was aimed to help our juveniles to memorize the 

meaning of the Di Zi Gui through rhythms and music. This activity 

educated them about the traditional social norms and promoted a sense 

of positivity during such difficult period of time. 
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Activity： Infectious Disease Prevention and Control Advocacy 

Cooperative Association：Public Health Department, 

New Taipei City (TuCheng) Government 

Time：4/26     PM 02：00 - 03：30 

Number of Guests：1     Number of Juveniles：117 

The guest speaker educated our juveniles about the Dengue fever and 

enterovirus related health issues through his personal experiences. The 

guidance was aimed to remind the importance of seven steps hand 

washing procedure in daily lives. 
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